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Abstract

Radiative power exhaust by impurity seeding was demonstrated for the first time in island divertor configurations at
the stellarator Wendelstein 7-X. Feasibility of stable plasma operation was shown during seeding with both neon (Ne)
and nitrogen (N2). High radiative power losses (≥80%) were found to reduce the divertor heat loads globally by 2/3
with both seeding gases injected at a single toroidal location into one of five magnetic islands. Heat flux detachment
was achieved for the price of a loss of (≥-15%) in the stored energy. Ne seeding allows for sustained enhancement of
edge radiation with a very slow decay of line emission of several tens of seconds after the end of the injection indicating
a high recycling of this noble gas at the carbon main plasma facing components. In N2 seeded discharges it is shown
that a response of line emission and plasma parameters is in correlation to the puff duration which indicates a higher
level of absorption of this seeding gas in the wall. Continuous N2 seeding results in global cooling of the scrape-off layer
(SOL) and decay of radiation over several seconds after the injection. Damping of counter-streaming SOL flows, and
divertor particle fluxes induced by Ne and N2 seeding have been measured and provide evidence for a reduction of the
convective part of the divertor heat fluxes. Losses in density in response to seeding can be compensated by feedback
controlled divertor fueling. The controlled reduction of heat fluxes within this complex 3D edge island geometry is a
very promising finding concerning detachment control in a future all-metal divertor.
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1. Introduction

Excessive heat and particle loads onto main plasma fac-2

ing components (PFCs) are a major concern on the way to-
wards a nuclear fusion demonstration power plant. Toka-4

maks and stellarators are currently the leading concepts
in magnetically confined fusion. Experiments such as the6

Joint European Torus (JET), the Large Helical Device
(LHD) and Wendelstein 7-X (W7-X) are currently the8

largest devices of these types to tackle the reactor rele-
vant heat and particle exhaust issue via different divertor10

concepts [1, 2, 3].
The parallel heat fluxes q‖ within the scrape-off layer12

(SOL) are determined by the input power entering the
SOL and the heat flux fall-off length λq [4]. Controlling14

this heat flux will become crucial for the stellarator W7-X
which operates inherently steady state and presently as-16

pires to long pulse high-performance operation to demon-
strate the reactor feasibility of this concept [5, 6, 7] . The18
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technically feasible target heat flux limits are qdiv,max ≈
10 MWm−2. The widths of these heat loads are strongly20

determined by the magnetic field line connection lengths
LC . In a stellarator, and in particular in the island di-22

vertor of W7-X, these connection lengths are generally
LC,W7X ∝ O(100 m) and are predicted to scale up in24

a reactor to (LC,W7−reactor ∝ O(1000 m)[8, 9]. There-
fore, perpendicular difusion of particles and heat is more26

effective and a broader heat flux deposition width is ex-
pected. However, even with this mitigating topological28

advantage, excessive heat fluxes are also expected for high-
performance stellarator plasmas[10, 11, 12].30

To avoid damage of the PFCs and material erosion due
to excessive heat fluxes and high target temperature addi-32

tional means to control and mitigate the heat flux issue are
under investigation. Radiative edge cooling is a promising34

approach to remove most of the thermal power coming
from the main plasma confinement before it reaches the36

plasma facing components [13, 14, 15, 16]. Here, dedicated
low and medium atomic charge impurity species are used38

to dissipate significant amounts of the power entering the
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SOL by impurity line emission. This power loss channel al-40

lows in principle for active control and modification of the
energy balance through the amount of impurities released42

into the plasma. For steady state, long pulse operation it is
even more desired to use the impurity line radiation to cool44

the plasma edge such that the temperatures downstream
near the main PFCs are reduced and reliably controlled at46

levels of a few eV or less. The wall material and sputter-
ing physics determine the intrinsic line radiation. W7-X48

uses carbon as first-wall material, which has the advan-
tage of some level of self-protection due to line emission50

of eroded carbon featuring the strongest radiation at typ-
ical SOL temperatures. However, the first-wall of future52

devices such as ITER and DEMO will have to use higher
Z materials such as tungsten in order to reduce tritium54

retention and maintain the wall integrity without massive
erosion [17, 18, 19]. Here, the advantageous intrinsic power56

loss channels through carbon line emission are no longer
available, and other extrinsic impurities have to replace58

these intrinsic edge radiators [20]. This issue will have to
be investigated in the complex 3D geometry of W7-X in60

preparation for next-step stellarators devices [21, 22].
In this study, a first-time assessment of dedicated im-62

purity seeding experiments for radiative power exhaust in
the island divertor configuration is undertaken.64

Understanding the essential features of transport and
exhaust of heat and particles requires in the present study66

3D modeling due to the inherent complex 3D magnetic
SOL geometry of the W7-X stellarator. For this purpose68

the experimental results will be compared with modeling
results obtained from the 3D plasma edge fluid and kinetic70

neutral transport Monte Carlo code EMC3-EIRENE [23,
24].72

The heat fluxes and impurity transport within the
scrape-off layer (SOL) of inherently 3D devices have been74

studied with 3D modeling, e.g. at LHD [25, 26, 27],
at HSX [28, 29], HIDRA [30], at W7-AS [31], and W7-76

X[9, 32, 33, 34, 12].
First characterizations of the heat fluxes and impu-78

rity transport in the W7-X limiter configuration showed
a strong dependence of the transport and plasma-surface80

interactions (PSI) on the 3D helical connection lengths
topology (LC ≈ O(10m)) [34]. The effects of the 3D geom-82

etry on limiter heat fluxes were resolved by both, 3D mod-
eling and experimental measurements [34, 35]. Changes to84

the magnetic geometry showed the feasibility of heat and
particle load control [35, 36], and optimization of particle86

exhaust [37] in this 3D configuration.
W7-X was operated in summer to fall 2017 and 201888

in island divertor configurations for the first time. In this
configuration the lengths LC of the open field lines are90

increased by a factor of 10 in comparison to the limiter
SOL during the W7-X startup campaign. A first analysis92

of divertor heat fluxes and promising results with regard
to stable and high density operation were reported in [38].94

A first comparison of the impact of the island geometry on
divertor heat fluxes between experiment and 3D modeling96

Figure 1: The geometry of the standard island divertor configuration.
Full toroidal view on divertor modules and an open field line (red and
blue) traced within the seeded island. Red and blue indicate the flow
directions of main plasma and impurity ions.

Figure 2: The geometry of the standard island divertor configu-
ration. (a) Poincare plot of the vacuum boundary magnetic field
(standard divertor configuration). (b) Target-to-target connection
lengths LC .

was reported in [39].

In section 2 the properties of the island divertor con-98

figuration and the seeding scenarios considered will be in-
troduced. The models used for the analysis in this work100

are introduced in section 3. The main effects of Ne and N2

seeding on heat and particle fluxes are analyzed in sections102

4 and 5. A final discussion and conclusions are provided
in the sections 6 and 7.104

2. Impurity seeding in the standard island divertor
configuration106

Challenge imposed by the island divertor exhaust
geometry. The experiments performed here were con-108

ducted in the ι =5/5 standard island divertor configura-
tion [40]. Five helical island bands enclose the core con-110

finement domain. Ten carbon divertor units represent the
main plasma facing components. A view on the geometry112

of this configuration and its main plasma facing compo-
nents is provided in figure 1.114

The lower and upper divertor modules are labeled as
HMX0 and HMX1, respectively, with X = 1−5. An open116

magnetic field line is traced within one of the five magnetic
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islands corresponding to a single target-to-target connec-118

tion length of LC ≈ 460 m (corresponds to approximately
13 toroidal turns). The field line is traced from the up-120

stream position at the separatrix in positive (red) and neg-
ative (blue) toroidal direction until it hits a divertor target122

(downstream). The colors represent the counter-streaming
flow directions discussed later in this study. The island124

flux bundle is connected to the upper and lower divertor
gas boxes used for Ne and N2 seeding and diagnostic pur-126

poses [41, 42] (HM51:Ne and HM30:N2). Langmuir probe
arrays are mounted near the gas box (Ne) in the top di-128

vertor (HM51) and on the bottom divertor (HM50) which
is not connected to the seeded island[43]. The Bolome-130

ter provides the total radiated power derived from two
nearly orthogonal cameras covering a poloidal cross sec-132

tion in the triangular plane next to the divertor in the
same module with the bottom gas box (HM30, N2)[44].134

The seeded island crosses the bolometer observation plane
at the bottom. Divertor heat fluxes are measured by IR136

cameras [45, 46]. A coherence imaging spectroscopy (CIS)
with a toroidal view is used to measure impurity ion flow138

velocities[47, 48, 49]. The impurity line emission is mea-
sured at the mid plane with the high-efficiency extreme ul-140

traviolet overview spectrometer (HEXOS) [50]. The setup
of the neutral pressure gauges is described in [51]. An142

overview of the diagnostic setup is also provided in [52].
A Poincare plot of the boundary vacuum magnetic field144

is shown in figure 2(a). The islands are intersected by
divertor plates (back solid lines). The cross section rep-146

resents the toroidal cross section with a divertor gas box.
The open field line domain is shown in figure 2(b). The148

target-to-target connection lengths LC vary between O(1
km) at the separatrix, O(100 m) within the islands and150

O(1 m)-O(10 m) in the far SOL and private flux region.
The seeded impurities are released into the island cen-152

ter or island O−point. The solid black lines indicate the
divertor targets and baffles on this poloidal plane. The154

gap between the top center and top left plate is the pump-
ing gap used for the neutral exhaust. The plates on the156

bottom belong to a bottom divertor.
In view of the fact that the five islands of the stan-158

dard divertor configuration are magnetically isolated from
each other, a question emerges immediately as whether it160

is possible to perform homogeneous radiation cooling by
seeding. It is not anticipated that this geometry and use162

of a single gas source will allow for homogenous mitigation
of the heat and particle loads on all divertor targets. This164

question will be addressed in the following analysis of the
cooling effects induced by neon and nitrogen seeding.166

The choice of impurities is made based on experimental
experiences from different devices and the first limiter op-168

erational phase [13, 53, 54? ]. The cooling potentials of
C and N2 are similar and provide for strongest radiation170

at low temperatures. Neon generally radiates at higher
temperatures and may cause radiative losses closer to the172

upstream location. The experiments discussed in the fol-
lowing will consider the impact on energy confinement in174

case of high radiation losses[53].

3. 3D modeling of plasma transport and plasma-176

surface interactions

The main plasma transport. EMC3-EIRENE is a fully178

3D coupled plasma fluid and kinetic edge transport Monte
Carlo code. EMC3 solves a set of reduced Braginskii fluid180

equations for particles, parallel momentum, and energies
for electrons and ions [23, 56]. EIRENE solves the kinetic182

transport equations for neutral atoms and molecules in-
cluding collisional processes [24, 57]. The Braginskii fluid184

equations for mass, momentum, and energy for electrons
and ions are:186

∇|| · (nV||) +∇⊥ · (−D⊥∇⊥n) = SP (1)

∇|| · (minV||V|| − η||∇||V||)
+∇⊥ · (−miV||D⊥∇⊥n− η⊥∇⊥V||) = (2)

−∇||n(Te + Ti) + Sm
188

∇|| · (−κe||∇||Te +
5

2
nTeV||)

+∇⊥ · (−χe⊥n∇⊥Te −
5

2
TeD⊥∇⊥n) = (3)

−k(Te − Ti) + See + Se,imp

∇|| · (−κi||∇||Ti +
5

2
nTiV||)

+∇⊥ · (−χi⊥n∇⊥Ti −
5

2
TiD⊥∇⊥n) = (4)

−k(Te − Ti) + Sei

where V||, κ
e,i
‖ and k are the parallel plasma velocity,190

the classical parallel electron/ion heat conductivity, and
the equilibration coefficient. Sp , Sm , See and Sei are192

the particle, momentum and energy sources associated
with atomic and molecular processes, e.g., charge exchange194

(CX) and ionization, which are calculated by EIRENE.
Se,imp represents an energy loss term due to excita-196

tion and ionization of impurities described in a fluid ap-
proach within EMC3. The coefficients for anomalous par-198

ticle transport D⊥ and anomalous electron and ion heat
transport χ⊥,e,i are free model parameters. Edge plasma200

heating is defined by setting the electron and ion heating
power across the inner simulation boundary.202

Impurity sources and SOL impurity transport. Re-
lease of intrinsic and extrinsic impurities is modeled based
on a simplified approach by setting an effective sputtering
yield Ysputter to mimic recycling or chemical sputtering of
impurities. The impurity fluxes are then proportional to
the strengths and distributions of the local recycling fluxes
Γrec:

Γimp ≈ Γimp = YsputterΓrec (5)
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A point source can be defined with a impurity flow rate in
order to start the impurities at the seeding location. For204

seeded impurities the total power loss Prad are used as a
free parameter in this study and the impurity fluxes are206

code outputs.
Once the neutral impurities are released and ionized208

their transport is modeled by a trace fluid approach. A
simplified fluid momentum balance equation is solved and210

the impurities impact the main plasma species only by ion-
ization and excitation through a loss term in the energy212

balance equation. The following continuity and momen-
tum equations are solved:214

∇‖ · (nzVz‖) +∇⊥ · (−Dimp∇⊥nz) = Sz (6)

0 = − 1

nz

dpz
ds

+ ZeE‖ +mz

V‖ − Vz‖
τzi

+0.71Z2 dTe
ds

+ 2.6Z2 dTi
ds

(7)

= FP + FE + Ffr + Fth,e + Fth,i

where Sz represents the impurity ionization source for216

charge state Z, and Dimp is the anomalous particle dif-
fusivity. τzi is the collision time between impurities and218

background main ions[4]:

τzi =
1.47 · 1013mz(T

3
i/mi)0.5

(1 + mi/mz)niZ2lnΛ
(8)

with lnΛ ≈ 15. The terms in equation 8 correspond to220

pressure force FP , electric force FE , friction force Ffr and
electron and ion thermal force Fth,e and Fth,i, respectively.222

The impurity ion temperatures are assumed to be equal to
the background main ion temperature (Tz = Ti).224

The fluid approach is chosen for the first-step analysis in
this study. Here, the focus is on general transport features226

of the impurity transport within the fluid picture. The
ADAS database [58] provides the atomic data, namely ef-228

fective rate coefficients for ionization, recombination and
charge exchange and relevant line emission.230

Assumptions. The standard island divertor configura-
tion was implemented in EMC3-EIRENE to assess the232

main features of radiative power exhaust by extrinsic im-
purities on plasma transport and plasma surface interac-234

tions for the typical plasma conditions realized. The heat
and particle transport is considered for a scenario with an236

input power of P = 4.0 MW and an upstream density
of nup = 2.0 · 1019 m−3 fixed at the separatrix which was238

obtained based on measurements with the helium beam
diagnostic and Thomson scattering. D⊥ = χ⊥,e,i = 1.0240

m2s−1 were assumed to achieve modeling results for the
heat fluxes which are in a satisfying agreement. A sput-242

tering yield of Ysputter = 0.04 is used for carbon based
on an estimation of the total intrinsic power losses and244

the assumption that C is the dominant intrinsic impurity
source. The carbon is also used as a probe for a synthetic246

coherent imaging spectroscopy diagnostic in the following

Figure 3: Time evolution of the scenario with Ne seeding
(#20180920.042). (a) injected heating power (black) radiated power
(red), power deposited on divertor (blue), Ne seeding rate from gas
box in HM51 (magenta) (b) line integrated density (black), plasma
stored energy Wdia (blue), core electron temperature Te,core (red)
from Thomson scattering (V8) near axis, H2 fueling rates from main
gas inlets (green and cyan), (c) Thomson scattering edge tempera-
ture (V8), (d) average effective charge state Zeff , (e) neutral pres-
sure (AEH-ports in HM30 and HM31) and local particle fluxes (Jsat
in HM50 and HM51) at lower and upper divertor.

[59]. Neon and nitrogen are released into the SOL accord-248

ing to their main source locations. Stellarator-symmetry is
used to reduce computational effort for this primary qual-250

itative assessment. A Prad scan has been performed with
respect to the extrinsic radiators to mimic the systematic252

enhancement of edge radiation by impurity seeding. This
allows to investigate the impact on SOL parameters and254

PWI within the modeling.

4. Effects of Ne seeding256

A representative hydrogen plasma scenario with neon
seeding is discussed in the following (experiment ID258

#20180920.042). The time evolution of the main plasma
parameters is shown in figure 3. A constant electron-260

cyclotron-resonance heating (ECRH) power of PECRH =
4.0 MW in X2-mode was applied as shown in figure 3(a)262

(black curve). The total radiated power Prad was mea-
sured with the bolometer and is shown in figure (3(a) (red264

curve). The total heat flux Pdiv = Σj
∫
qdiv,jdAj to all

divertors (blue curve) is based on IR measurements. The266
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neon seeding rate is shown in magenta. Neon pulses were
injected at t =5, 7, 9 and 11 s with a duration of 200268

ms each at a flow rate of ΓNe ≈ 1020 s−1 in the upper
divertor gas box (M51). The scenario was terminated by270

radiative collapse after the fourth Ne injection when Prad
approached PECRH . The line integrated plasma density272

was set to
∫
nedl ≈ 7 · 1019m−2 and is depicted in fig-

ure (3(b) (black curve) together with the plasma stored274

energy Wdia (blue curve) and the core electron tempera-
ture Te,core (red curve) obtained from Thomson scattering276

(V8). The density in this scenario was chosen based on
previous reference discharges, showing that wall recycling278

alone is sufficient to sustain an almost constant density
level without the need for additional gas fueling. The feed-280

back control of the primary gas injection system had to be
set to a reduced density level after t ≈4.5 s in order to282

avoid perturbative hydrogen puffs covering the effects of
Ne seeding. Without this measure taken impurity seeding284

induced density changes had always resulted in feedback
system induced, unwanted hydrogen fuelling puffs. The286

edge electron temperature near the LCFS Te,edge obtained
from Thomson scattering (V8) is shown in figure 3(c). The288

initial temperature is about 120 eV. The first Ne injection
at 5 s shows no clear effect. The second Ne injection at 7 s290

causes a drop to 75-80 eV, and the third injection reduces
the temperature to 50 eV. This suggests that the cooling292

initially happened deeper in the SOL while the radiation
zone tends to move further inwards with increasing inten-294

sity. The effects on SOL parameters within the island are
better resolved by measurements with the Helium beam296

diagnostic. The time evolution of electron densities and
temperatures within the island in the bottom divertor re-298

gion (HM30) are shown in figure 4(a) and (b). The val-
ues represent a range of 1-2.5 cm above the horizontal300

divertor plate in the island center. The density is initially
ne ≈2-3 · 1019 m−3 and decreases after three Ne injections302

to 1-2 · 1019 m−3, while the electron temperature drops
from Te ≈24 eV to 12 eV. The SOL parameters show a304

stepwise response in correlation with the seeding scheme.
The channels further upstream are neglected due to strong306

scattering of the data. The absolute uncertainties of the
temperature and density derived from a collisional radia-308

tive model are affected by the atomic data accuracy. A
gross systematic uncertainty across the relevant parameter310

range of 10-30% is expected. However, this is a systematic
uncertainty which does not affect relative measurements,312

which are considered here. Therefore, only actual mea-
surement uncertainties in the spectroscopic measurements314

for this diagnostic are displayed.
The Zeff is shown in figure 3(d). It rises during the316

Ne injection from 1.2 to 2.2. This corresponds to maxi-
mum Ne concentration (after the last puff) in the core of318

cNe ≈1.3%. This can be related to a worst-case concentra-
tion of cNe ≈5% if all injected Ne particles would accumu-320

late in the confinement region. The lower value obtained
from Zeff suggests that 75% of injected Ne particles are322

retained in the SOL.

Figure 4: Time evolution of (a) electron density ne and (b) electron
temperature Te measured with the Helium beam diagnostic in the
outermost four channels (distance to horizontal target d ≈1-2.5 cm)
in HM30.

The total ion saturation currents were calculated as the324

sum Jsat = Σjsat,i of the individual currents jsat,i from
each divertor Langmuir probe. The evolution of the to-326

tal currents of the two Langmuir probe arrays are shown
as a proxy for the particle fluxes in figure (3(e) for lower328

(black) and upper divertor (blue). The sub-divertor neu-
tral pressures (AEH ports) are shown in figure (3(e) for330

lower (black, HM30) and upper divertor (blue, HM31).

Analysis of the 3D radiation distribution. It was332

demonstrated that the total radiated power, measured
with the bolometer, can be reliably controlled with Ne334

seeding. The total radiative power losses consist of a base
level (consider Prad for t ≤ 5 s in figure (3(a)) which is as-336

sumed to be mostly caused by line emission from intrinsic
C impurities. A detailed quantitative analysis of the com-338

position of the intrinsic impurity content is still pending,
but the fact that the main PFCs and shielding consisted of340

carbon and first measurements for the divertor campaign
support this assumption [60, 61].342

For simplicity consider the injected power PECRH as a
reference scale for the power loss discussion in the following344

(left axis in figure 3(a)). In response to the first Ne injec-
tion at t =5 s the radiated power enhances by ∆Prad ≈346

1.0 MW to Prad ≈ 1.8 MW. The increase in radiation al-
most remains constant over 2 s until the next injection.348

Each injection increases Prad stepwise. Moreover, Prad re-
mains constant on the enhanced level during the seeding350

cycles. It was demonstrated in various scenarios that Prad
enhanced by Ne decays only very slowly over at least sev-352

eral tens of seconds. This indicates that neon features a
relatively high recycling coefficient and will remain in the354

plasma for a longer time. Three Ne pulses have enhanced
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the total radiated power by ∆Prad ≈ 2.5 MW. After the356

fourth injection, the radiated power fraction approaches
the level of injected power, and a radiative collapse termi-358

nates the plasma. The radiative limit was exceeded after
the release of NNe ≈ 8 · 1019 Ne particles into the plasma.360

It is a promising result that the divertor configuration al-
lows for stable operation at high radiation losses.362

The total power loss fraction can be constrained by
the power deposited on the divertor and the estima-364

tion from the bolometer. After three Ne injections one
may have achieved: 1 − Pdiv

PECRH,inj.
≈70%≤ frad ≤366

frad,bolometer ≈95%. The bolometer has an error bar of
∆frad ≈ ±10%. One question concerning the 3D mag-368

netic field geometry is how the general radiation features
are composed in spatial terms. This will be considered in370

the following.

The spatial distribution of the total radiated power is372

shown in figure 5(a) for the horizontal bolometer camera.
This camera measures at the triangular cross-section and374

is due to its nearly up/down-symmetric view around the
midplane best suited to resolve radiation asymmetries be-376

tween the top and bottom plasma edge (see also set up
in figure 1 and sketch of lines of sight in 8(a))[61]. The378

seeded island flux tubes pass the bolometer observation at
the bottom.380

First, there is a moderate intrinsic asymmetry between
the top and bottom radiation which may be correlated382

with the higher particle fluxes measured in the bottom
divertor. Higher fluxes to the neighboring bottom diver-384

tors may result in enhanced radiation in the bottom island
due to higher sputtering and recycling of impurities com-386

pared to the upper divertors. This may also result in a
stronger erosion and higher impurity fluxes into the is-388

land connected with the bottom divertor gas box (HM30)
and which passes through the bottom of the bolometer390

observation plane (figure 1). The sequence of Ne injec-
tions starting at 5 s enhances the edge radiation at the392

top as well as at the bottom. The radiation is stronger at
the bottom which is assumed to be in correlation with the394

asymmetries mentioned above of the poloidal intrinsic ra-
diation distribution. The radiating layer expands deeper396

into the confinement after each injection. The radiation
zone reaches the plasma center after the fourth neon in-398

jection and eventually results in a radiation collapse.

The analysis of the composition and the 3D distribution400

of radiation intensity is a non-trivial task in this complex
3D island SOL geometry. A first assessment is performed402

in the following considering the primary extrinsic and in-
trinsic impurity sources. Divertor spectroscopy [62] allows404

a view on the carbon line emission in the divertor dur-
ing neon seeding. The observation is across the divertor406

target at the neon injection location (HM51). The LCFS
is located about 9-10 cm above the divertor target. The408

time evolutions of CIII (465 nm) is shown in figure 5 (b).
They represent the line emission integrated along the lines410

of sight at different perpendicular distances above the hor-

Figure 5: (a) Time evolution and vertical distribution of chord-
brightness (composing the total radiated power Prad) measured with
the horizontal bolometer camera. (b) Carbon line emission in the
HM51 divertor spectroscopy: CIII (465 nm).

Figure 6: High efficiency XUV Overview Spectrometer
(HEXOS)lines for (a) neon and (b) carbon. The line emis-
sion is measured at the mid plane (Z = 0) in the triangular
symmetry plane.
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Figure 7: 3D modeling distribution of intrinsic radiation (CIII) for
(a) a scenario without seeding and (b) for a scenario with Ne seeding.
The dashed lines indicate the observation domain of the bolometer
(whole poloidal plane in the triangular cross section), HEXOS (mid
plane in the triangular cross section) (φ = 36◦) and the divertor spec-
troscopy (above the horizontal target at φ ≈ 12.3◦). The separatrix
at the triangular cross section is shown in green.

izontal divertor plate. The line emission of CIII is concen-412

trated at a distance of 2-3 cm near the target at the begin
of the discharge. The peak CIII emission reduces near the414

target after the first two neon injections (5 and 7 s) and
strongly reduces after the third injection (9 s). At the416

same time, the tail of the radiation increases in steps fur-
ther in the perpendicular direction which corresponds to a418

movement towards the upstream location. After the last
injection (11 s) signatures of strong upstream radiation420

occur before the radiative collapse. These results indicate
a shift of the intrinsic radiation with enhanced neon seed-422

ing. The evolution of the CIII emission suggests that the
plasma is clearly attached until about 7 s but then with424

the second and third puff driven closer to detachment with
the CIII radiation front lifting off the target. In particular,426

from 9 s onward the radiation starts to vanish at the target
until with the last puff at 11 s it completely detaches.428

The impurity line emission measured with HEXOS [50]
is considered to resolve the behavior of seeded neon. It also430

measures the intrinsic carbon radiation and thereby allows
to provide evidence of 3D effects on the radiation distribu-432

tion. The line of sight of this spectrometer is at a position
located far away from any divertor target, in the midplane434

of the triangular cross-section, a cross-section without di-
vertor targets. The time evolution of the line of sight inte-436

grated signals of the neon and carbon radiation are shown
in figure 6(a) and (b). The line intensities of NeIV-VIII438

increase in correlation with the injection of neon and the
enhancement of Prad every two seconds, starting at 5 s (fig-440

ure 6(a)). The spectrometer is not calibrated. Therefore
only changes in each line should be considered individu-442

ally. Additionally, carbon line emission increases in the
edge in correlation with the neon radiation. The strongest444

increase occurs for CII-CIV representing the lower charge
states mostly radiating outside the LCFS while CV and446

CVI representing higher charge states remain mostly low
and show only a moderate increase during high radiation448

after the third Ne injection (figure 6(b). This suggests an
increase of total radiation not only by the additional line450

emission of seeded neon but also by an increase of the line
emission of intrinsic impurities. The analysis of edge ra-452

diation based on localized measurements is an issue given
the complex 3D SOL and divertor target geometry. There-454

fore, an attempt is made to analyze these features based
on 3D modeling.456

The 3D distribution of the CIII (465 nm) line emission
has been modeled with EMC3-EIRENE and is shown in458

figure 7(a) and (b) for a scenario without and with Ne
seeding (∆Prad,Ne = 2.3 MW). The toroidal view goes460

out of the divertor region to the triangular shaped cross
section (the green dots represent the separatrix). The hor-462

izontal and vertical divertor targets are located in the left
upper corner. The dashed lines indicate the lines of sight464

of the bolometer, HEXOS, and the divertor spectroscopy.
The carbon line emission is concentrated in the main ero-466

sion and recycling zone on the divertor plates initially (fig-
ure 7(a)). The 3D distribution also explains the stronger468
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Figure 8: 3D modeling of a scenario with moderate Ne radiation
(a) Total radiated power in the triangular plane. The dashed line
indicate the observation domain of the bolometer (whole poloidal
plane) and HEXOS (mid plane) (φ = 36◦) (b) CIII emission in the
triangular plane. (c) Total radiated power in the divertor domain
(φ = 12.3◦). (d) CIII emission in the divertor domain. The dashed
line indicate the observation of the divertor spectroscopy.

intrinsic radiation at the inboard side. The impurities
eroded from the vertical divertor target are released into470

the island connected to the inboard island in the triangular
plane. The impurities eroded from the horizontal target472

are released into the island connected to the top island in
the triangular plane. The bottom divertor on the opposite474

side in the next field period will correspondingly connect
to the bottom island and the inboard island (figure 7(a)).476

In response to Ne cooling the carbon line emission de-
creases in the divertor region (divertor spectroscopy) and478

enhances in the triangular plane (HEXOS and bolometer)
as shown in figure 7(b). This might explain the oppos-480

ing signal evolutions in the experiment discussed before.
At the same time, the radiation also increases in the out-482

board islands connected to divertor modules further away.
The 2D distribution of the total radiated power and the484

CIII (465 nm) line emission is shown in figure 8(a) and
(b) in the triangular plane and the divertor region for a486

medium level of Ne radiation (∆Prad,Ne = 1.7 MW). The
dashed lines indicated the lines of sight of the diagnostics.488

The white dots represent the separatrix. The radiation is
mostly retained in the SOL.490

These results show that the impurity radiation features
a complex 3D distribution which is sensitive to the plasma492

state. Therefore it is difficult to interpret it based on a
single local measurements only. The poloidally and radi-494

ally integrated Prad and CIII emission are shown in figure
9(a) and (b) for the case without Ne, with low, medium496

and high Ne radiation level. The radiation is mostly
concentrated in the divertor region. The effective main498

plasma-surface interaction zone and impurity sources ex-
tends toroidally from φ ≈0-18◦ within one half-field period500

(determined by the configuration and the geometry of the
main PFCs). In the case without seeding, Prad is deter-502

mined by carbon line emission and decreases toroidally
from the divertor towards the bolometer in the triangular504

plane (figure 9(a)). The ratio of maximum divertor radia-
tion Pdivertor,max and radiation observed in the bolometer506

plane Pbolometer is in this case Pbolometer/Pdivertor,max ≈57%.
This ratio increases with increasing neon radiation from508

82%, 92% to 103% for Prad,Ne = 1.0, 1.7 and 2.3 MW.
Due to cooling of the SOL, the main radiation zone moves510

further upstream and into the confinement region towards
the heat source. The radiation will equilibrate toroidally512

within flux tubes of almost constant temperature in the
confinement region. This shows that the bolometer is more514

accurate for high radiation scenarios and the domain of
closed flux tubes. The 3D effects in the radiation distri-516

bution may explain why divertor radiation might be un-
derestimated in lower radiation scenarios and Prad

PECRH
> 1518

occasionally occurs despite calibration.
Similarly, modeling results may explain the contrary520

evolution of the CIII emission measured in the divertor
and with HEXOS (figure 5(b) and 6(b)). The results in522

figure 9(b) show a decrease of the CIII emission in the di-
vertor and an increase of in the triangular plane (φ = 36◦)524

in response to cooling by neon radiation. The calculations
with EMC3-EIRENE show that the total CIII emission re-526

mains almost constant and the total carbon radiation even
slightly increases despite the reduction of the carbon flux.528

Impact on divertor heat and particle fluxes. The di-
vertor heat loads were usually measured with nine infrared530

cameras providing an almost 90% coverage of the divertor
target plates [45, 46]. In case of the specific discharge532

investigated here in detail unfortunately only, eight diver-
tor cameras were available. The 2D mapping of the heat534

fluxes with time on the divertor target of the lower and
upper divertor in half-module 20 is shown in figure 10(a).536

The heat flux mapping is shown between the Ne injections.
The peak heat fluxes of the two major strike lines on hor-538

izontal and vertical tiles reduce after each injection and
vanish in detachment eventually almost completely (figure540

10(a)). The evolution of the toroidally averaged profiles
across the horizontal target are shown for a top and a bot-542

tom divertor in figure 10 (b) and (c) before and after the
sequence of four Ne injections. An averaged peak heat544

flux of < qdiv >≈ 1.5 MWm−2 is reduced by 50% after
the first Ne injection and is reduced further to eventually546

below 0.5 MWm−2 (figure 10 (a)). The heat flux in figure
10 (c) behaves similarly, but is slightly lower due to an in-548

herent top-bottom asymmetry. Furthermore, an inherent
small horizontal offset of the heat flux profiles in opposite550

directions is observed on all divertor targets when compar-
ing upper and lower target plates. This may be related to552

poloidal flows vθ induced by Er ×B drift effects [63].
The evolution of the integrated divertor heat fluxes qdiv554

is shown for all eight observed divertor modules in figure
11. The divertor heat fluxes are moderately higher on556
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Figure 10: (a) Divertor heat loads before and after each Ne injection for HM20 (bottom divertor). (b) Averaged bottom divertor heat flux
profiles across the horizontal target in HM30. (c) Averaged top divertor heat flux profiles across the horizontal target in HM31.

the bottom divertors (+10%) compared to the top ones
in this plasma scenario. Neon seeding causes a symmet-558

rical reduction of the total heat fluxes on all divertors.
The evolution of the global divertor heat load (Σiqdiv,i) is560

therefore representative for the total heat loads qdiv,i on
each divertor. The stepwise decrease of the heat load is562

correlated to the stepwise enhancement of Prad shown in
figure 3(a) which in turn is correlated to the Ne injection.564

The total deposited power to the divertors captured by the
IR cameras is before seeding qdiv ≈3.3 MW and reduces566

by ∆qdiv ≈1.0 MW to 2.2 MW after the first Ne injection.
The second and third Ne pulse reduce the deposited power568

by ∆qdiv ≈0.6-0.7 MW to qdiv ≈1.5 MW and 0.9 MW.

A typical example for the evolution of maximum peak570

heat fluxes on the horizontal and vertical targets of the di-
vertors in HM20 and HM21 is shown in figure 11(c). Those572

scatter between qdiv,max ≈1.5 and 6 MWm−2 initially.
Asymmetries of the local heat fluxes and distribution of574

hot spots are a common feature in attached plasma state
[39]. Error fields may modify the magnetic boundary and576

enhance local miss-alignments between the magnetic field
and leading edges [64, 65]. These local high heat fluxes578

are also reduced stepwise to 1-2 MWm−2 after three Ne
injections.580

This demonstrates that Ne seeding allows for reliable
and stable reduction of the divertor loads by 75%. The582

divertors receive only 23% of the injected PECRH during
the high radiation phase.584

The divertor particle flux Γdiv is approximated by the
ion saturation currents measured locally with the Lang-586

muir probe arrays , which are mounted spatially symmet-
rical on a top and a bottom divertor module in the same588

toroidal W7-X module (HM50 and HM51, figure 1). It
measures in the vicinity of the strike line and is sensitive590

to any perturbation or asymmetry of the magnetic field af-
fecting the strike line location (e.g., error fields [64]). Here,592

the evolution of the particle flux is approximated by the
total ion saturation current from all probes Jsat = Σijsat,i.594

The time evolution of the ion saturation current is shown
in figure 3(e) for lower and upper divertor (black and blue,596

respectively). The offset between the top and bottom di-
vertor may be due to the asymmetries mentioned above.598

The particle flux shows a reduction correlated to the re-
duction of the heat fluxes. The ion saturation current at600

the lower divertor eventually reduces after the third neon
injection by ≈ 70%. The behavior at the upper diver-602

tor is similar despite the asymmetry. This result demon-
strates that the particle fluxes (and consequently the as-604

sociated convective heat fluxes) can be controlled by ra-
diative power dissipation with Ne seeding as well. This re-606

duction of downstream particle fluxes is also in agreement
with the flow measurements discussed in the following.608
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Figure 9: 3D modeling: (a) Toroidal distribution of total radiated
power Prad. The impurity sources (carbon divertor, neon source)
are located in the divertor region which extends in a half field period
from φ ≈0-18◦. The bolometer is located at φ ≈36◦. (b) Toroidal
distribution of CIII(465 nm) emission. The divertor spectroscopy is
located at φ ≈12◦. The HEXOS is located at φ ≈36◦.

Figure 11: (a) Total top divertor heat loads. Ne seeding is performed
in the HM51 divertor (green). (b) Total bottom divertor heat loads.
(c) Maximum heat fluxes on horizontal and vertical targets of bottom
and top divertor HM20 and HM21.
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Figure 12: 3D Modeling of divertor heat fluxes assuming (a) intrin-
sic carbon source only, (b) neon impurities sourced from the main
recycling domain for medium (Prad,Ne = 1.7 MW) and (c) high
radiation (Prad,Ne = 2.3 MW)

3D modeling confirms the dissipative reduction of di-
vertor heat fluxes treating Ne like a high recycling species.610

This is shown in figure 12(a-c) for three cases. In the first
case, only power losses from intrinsic carbon are assumed.612

In the second case additional power losses of Prad,Ne = 1.7
MW cause a significant reduction of the heat fluxes. For614

additional power losses of Prad,Ne = 2.3 MW by Ne impu-
rities a detached state similar to the experiment has been616

established. Effects of currents, plasma response and er-
ror fields which may modify the magnetic boundary and618

change the details of the heat flux distribution are not
taken into account in 3D transport modeling at this point.620

The reduction in particle flux also indicates a reduced
recycling flux. Since no hydrogen gas fueling was per-622

formed during the seeding cycle the effect of a slight step-
wise density decrease in response to each Ne injection was624

measured. The time evolution of line integrated density∫
nedl and diamagnetic energy Wdia figure 3(b) show a626

total drop of 10-15% after the third Ne injection. At the
same time the core electron temperature increases from628

Te,core ≈ 3.7 keV to 4.6 keV. The temperature profile be-
came more peaked due to the loss of particles from the630

confinement region. The energy confinement time is esti-
mated based on the nominal input power of 4 MW. It is632

τE ≈ ∆Wdia

PECRH
≈ 130 ms before Ne seeding and reduces after

the third Ne injection to τE ≈ 110 ms.634

Additionally, a reduction in divertor neutral pressure de-
picted in figure 3(e) for a lower and upper divertor (black636

and blue curve), was measured. The enhancement of the
edge radiation induces degradation of line integrated den-638

sity, recycling flux, and neutral pressure. In particular, the
pressure loss is not desirable because it means a reduced640

neutral compression which is essential for particle exhaust.
The reason for the loss of density and neutral pressure is642

unclear at the moment. The reduction of parallel particle
flow velocities might result in a more effective perpendicu-644

lar transport to the walls by anomalous diffusion. An anal-
ysis of this phenomenon is beyond the scope of this work.646

(In the N2 seeding experiment discussed later, such par-
ticle losses have been compensated by feedback-controlled648

divertor fueling.)

Damping of counter-streaming SOL flows. The650

SOL flow structures have been measured with the CIS di-
agnostic [48, 49] and are shown in figure 13. The camera652

view is directed in the toroidal direction roughly tangen-
tial to the magnetic axis. The poloidally alternating red654

and blue structures correspond to the counter streaming
flows which are a characteristic feature of ι = 5/5 island di-656

vertor scenarios (compare figure 1(a)). The measurement
of these predicted counter streaming flows was recently re-658

ported and explained in further detail in [49]. They are
driven by the parallel pressure gradients along the heli-660

cal open magnetic flux tubes within the islands. Particle
flows are directed from the higher pressure upstream re-662

gion (LCFS) to the sinks downstream (divertor targets).

The flow behavior strongly determines the particle fluxes664

and consequently the convective heat fluxes in the SOL:

Γ‖ = nV|| → q‖,conv. = kBTnV|| (9)

The evolution of the island SOL flows is shown before666

and after the Ne injections in figure 13(a-d). After the
second and third Ne injection (7.5 s and 9.5 s) the mea-668

surement shows damping of the flows. Shortly after the
fourth Ne injection (at t =11.3 s) the plasma becomes670

unstable and the radiation moves inward resulting in the
flows getting close to a complete standstill (figure 13(d)).672

A representative measure of the ion flow velocity < v‖ >
has been obtained by averaging over a small domain within674

one flow channel (compare black 100 × 100 pixel square
in figure 13(a). The time trace of this mean ion flow ve-676

locity is shown in figure 13(e). Clear damping is shown in
correlation to each Ne injection. The flow velocity drops678

from < v‖ >≈20 kms−1 to < v‖ >≈6 kms−1 after three
Ne injections still allowing for stable operation. This cor-680

responds to a velocity reduction of 70%. The time evo-
lution of the velocity is correlated with the increase in682

Prad. This global reduction of the SOL flows confirms
that the convective part of the total heat loads is also re-684

duced. The reduction of SOL flows and the reduction of
particle fluxes measured downstream by Jsat (figure 3(e))686

provide substantial evidence for a direct link between the
particle convection into the divertor and its dependence688

on the radiated power.
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Figure 13: Ion velocity measurement by coherence imaging spec-
troscopy(CIS) (a) before neon injection, (4.5 s) (b) after two neon
injections (7.5 s), (c) after three neon injections (9.5 s), (d) after four
neon injections (11.3 s). (e) Time trace of average ion flow velocity
|V‖| (average taken in domain of black square mark).

Figure 14: 3D ion flow velocities V‖ obtained from modeling: (a)
without seeding. (The box represents rotated camera view from
CIS.), (b) at high Ne radiation (∆Prad,Ne = +2.3 MW).
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The flow damping in response to radiative losses induced690

by seeding is confirmed by 3D modeling. The thermal pres-
sure and the upstream to downstream pressure ratios drop692

by ≈30% and 55% in response to medium and strong edge
cooling by Ne seeding in representative island flux tubes694

near the separatrix. Note that the upstream density is
kept fixed in the modeling, while in the experiment ad-696

ditional density losses further reduce the pressure. The
reduction of pressure is accompanied by a reduction of the698

plasma ion flows nV‖ by 50%-60% at the downstream lo-
cation at maximum radiation. Additionally, a synthetic700

CIS measurement has been performed by calculating the
flow patterns based on a CIII weighted ion velocity mea-702

surement approximating the experimental CIS [59]. The
results for a case without seeding and a case with high neon704

radiation are shown in figure 14(a), (b). This supports the
observation in the experiment - the modeling shows actual706

damping of the flows purely due to the cooling of the SOL
[48, 49].708

5. Effects of N2 seeding

Nitrogen seeding has been investigated for a scenario710

at a higher density and heating power (experiment ID
#20181016.023) and slightly changed island geometry (ad-712

ditional control coil currents Icc = 1 kA. The evolution of
the main discharge parameters is shown in figure 15. The714

heating power is kept constant at PECRH = 4.7 MW in
O2-Mode and is shown with the total radiated power Prad716

and the power deposited on the divertors Pdiv in figure
15(a) (black, red and blue curves). The line integrated718

density is kept constant at
∫
nedl ≈ 9 · 1019m−2 by ac-

tive feedback-controlled fueling through the divertor gas720

box in HM51 as shown in figure 15(b) (black) together
with the diamagnetic energy (blue), the core electron tem-722

perature Te,core (red) and the H2 gas fueling rates (main
gas system: green, divertor feedback-control: cyan). This724

feedback-control by divertor gas puff has been used in com-
bination with (pre-programmed) N2 seeding here for the726

first time to counter-balance density losses which happen
otherwise as in the Ne seeded scenario discussed before.728

The edge electron temperature at the LCFS (figure 15(c))
is initially 100 eV and shows a reduction in correlation730

with increasing Prad induced by continuous N2 seeding in
HM30. A minimum edge temperature of Te,edge ≈20-25 eV732

was achieved before the seeding has been terminated. The
core electron temperature of Te,core ≈ 2.6 keV is sustained734

(figure 15(b)). After the injection, the edge temperature
recovers and reaches 75 eV before pre-programmed termi-736

nation of the discharge. Much lower temperatures have
been observed close to the target. However, those are be-738

low the sensitivity of Thomson scattering.
The effective charge state Zeff is shown in figure 15(d).740

The effective charge state is Zeff ≈1.2 at the beginning
and suggests Zeff ≈2.1 before termination of N2 injec-742

tions. A maximum concentration of cN2 ≈2.5% in the
core is estimated in this case. This suggests in turn that744

Figure 15: Time evolution of scenario with N2 seeding
(#20181016.023). (a) injected heating power (black) radiated power
(red), power deposited on divertor (blue), N2 seeding rate from gas
box in HM30 (magenta) (b) line average density (black) and plasma
stored energy Wdia (blue), core electron temperature Te,core (red)
from Thomson scattering (V10) near axis, H2 fueling rates from main
gas inlets (green) and HM51 divertor gas box (cyan), (c) Thomson
scattering edge temperature (at the separatrix, V10), (d) effective
charge state Zeff , (e) neutral pressure pdiv and local particle fluxes
Jsat at lower (black) and upper (blue) divertor.

less than 3.6% of the total number of particles injected
accumulate in the core.746

The total ion saturation currents Jsat and divertor neu-
tral pressures pdiv are shown in figure 15 (e), respectively,748

for lower (black) and upper divertor (blue). The center of
the strike lines is rather off by 40 mm from the Langmuir750

probe arrays in this configuration such that the Jsat mea-
sures the outer tail of the ion flux distribution across the752

horizontal target rather. Nitrogen seeding has been per-
formed with the bottom gas box (half module 30) close to754

the bolometer.

Features of the 3D radiation distribution. The seed-756

ing scheme for N2 injection is different from the Ne seeding
scheme based on the experience from first experiments in758

the limiter configuration [66] and first tests in the island
divertor configuration. The flow rate of N2 is ΓN2 ≈ 1020

760

molecules per second initially. At t =2 s a first short N2 in-
jection of 50 ms is performed. The bolometer shows almost762

no response in the Prad (figure 15(a)). Starting at t =3
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Figure 16: (a) Time evolution and vertical distribution of chord-
brightness (composing the total radiated power Prad) measured with
the horizontal Bolometer camera. (b) HM30 (N2 seeding) divertor
spectroscopy: CIII (465 nm).

s N2 is released into the divertor continuously at the flow764

rate mentioned above. In this case, the bolometer shows
an almost linear increase of the total radiation. After 2 s766

of continuous N2 injection, the radiation is enhanced by
100%. At this point (t = 5 s) the flow rate is doubled by768

opening a second gas valve (ΓN2 ≈ 2 · 1020 molecules/s)
for a further 2 seconds. The bolometer shows almost a770

jump in Prad and then again a linear-like increase. After
termination of the N2 injection at (t = 7 s) the radiation772

starts to decay immediately. First with a steep slope with
an effective decay time constant of τPrad ≈1.4 s, followed774

by a subsequent slower decay with a higher time constant
of τPrad ≈4.5 s. The decay of Prad in response to long N2776

injection is slower than the typical fast decay of a few hun-
dred milliseconds in response to relatively short nitrogen778

injections (O(10− 100) ms) typically observed.
The temporal and approximative spatial (vertical) dis-780

tribution of the total radiated power Prad obtained from
the Bolometer is shown in figure 16(a). The radiation en-782

hances after the start of continuous nitrogen injection (3
s) and increases rapidly after doubling the influx rate (5784

s). The radiation is mainly enhanced in the domain of the
bottom lines of sight crossing the seeded island which is786

connected to the source location in the neighboring diver-
tor. Enhanced edge radiation is also seen in the top island788

until shortly after the N2 flux rate into the bottom island
increases by a factor of two after 5 s. The radiation en-790

Figure 17: Overview spectrometer (HEXOS) lines for (a) nitrogen
and (b) carbon. The line emission is measured at the midplane
(Z = 0) in the triangular symmetry plane far away from the divertor.

hances then also deeper in the confinement near the top
island. However, it is weaker than the radiation front in792

the bottom. After 7 s the seeding stops and the radiation
decays until regular termination of the discharge. This in-794

dicates a stronger concentration of nitrogen line emission
in the bottom island connected to the nearby source.796

The effect of seeding on the major intrinsic radiator is
shown in figure 16(b). Here, the evolution of the CIII(465798

nm) emission above the N2 injection location in the HM30
divertor is shown. The emission profile shows the distri-800

bution across the island at various perpendicular distances
from the divertor target. A short peak at 2 s correlates802

with the short N2 injection of 50 ms duration which shows
no sustained effect in radiation enhancement. Starting at804

t = 3 s the CIII emission front is enhanced and detaches
at higher influx rate after 5 s from the target and moves806

towards the separatrix (around 9 cm). The dark region
between 5 s and 7 s shows a clear sign of the strong cool-808

ing around the N2 cloud during the doubled N2 influx rate
(figure 16(b)).810

The line emission of the dominant extrinsic and intrin-
sic radiators nitrogen (NIII-NVII) and carbon (CII-CVI)812

as measured by HEXOS is shown in figure 17(a) and (b).
The nitrogen line emission increases for all charge states in814

correlation with the bolometer Prad signal. (The NVI line
shows some deviations due to some overlap with an ArXIV816

line which cannot be separated cleanly at this point.)
This indicates an increasing concentration of higher charge818

states also in the confinement region when Zeff ≈ 2.2 (fig-
ure 15(d)). It should be noted that the HEXOS line of820

sight does not cross the seeded island, yet observes a con-
tinuous enhancement. The carbon line emission moder-822

ately increases with nitrogen seeding (figure 17(b)). When
the nitrogen influx rate is doubled at 5 s, the carbon line824
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Figure 18: Distribution of (a) total radiated power and (b) CIII(465
nm) obtained from 3D modeling at φ = 12.3◦ in the divertor region
for N2 injection in the island center (∆Prad,N2 = +1 MW). The
white dots mark the position of the separatrix.

emission saturates or even drops. A major increase in ra-
diated power results from the nitrogen since its emission826

enhances by a factor of ≈10 while the carbon line emission
enhances only by a factor of ≈2-2.5 (figure 17(a) and (b)).828

3D modeling of the seeding and transport of partially
recycling gases is more sophisticated and beyond the scope830

of this work due to heavy requirements to computational
resources. A simplified approach based on the assumption832

of zero recycling and stellarator symmetry assumes a local
N2 source in all divertors. The total radiated power and834

CIII line emission is shown in figure 18(a) and (b) in the
divertor region. The radiation is concentrated in the island836

O−point and results in a strong local cooling. The cooling
suppresses the CIII emission in the island center. This may838

recover the effect seen in the CIII emission obtained in the
divertor spectroscopy in figure 16(b) in a first attempt. If840

the N2 would be transported like a fully recycling gas a
complete detachment of the CIII emission zone from the842

divertor target is anticipated.

Impact on divertor heat and particle fluxes. The to-844

tal deposited power onto the divertors Pdiv drops in corre-
lation to the enhancement in Prad (figure 15(a)). It shows846

first a linear decay and then a sudden steep drop when the
N2 flow rate is doubled. After termination of N2 seeding848

the divertor load starts to recover as the radiated power
drops.850

A representative heat flux mapping is shown for the
lower divertor in HM30 in figure 19. The mapping is shown852

before, during and after the N2 injection. A difference to
the situation with Ne seeding is the asymmetric cooling854

of horizontal and vertical targets. The strike line on the
vertical target detaches first (4.7 s), while the strike line856

on the horizontal target is sustained for a longer time and
detaches at 6.5 s. After the seeding, the strike line on the858

horizontal target re-attaches while the one on the vertical
target remains detached until the end of the discharge (not860

providing the time for complete re-attachment). This be-
havior indicates a more localized cooling and detachment862

in the divertor region compared to Ne. The reduction of
heat fluxes and the detachment are less homogenous dur-864

ing a transient phase. Yet, a complete detachment of the

Figure 19: Bottom diveror heat loads (HM30) before, during and
after N2 injection. Asymmetric cooling: the heat flux to the vertical
target reduces first and does not recover after N2 injection.

Figure 20: (a) Top diveror heat loads. H2 fueling is performed
at the HM51 divertor (green). (b) Bottom divertor heat loads. N2

seeding is performed in the HM30 divertor (yellow).
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peak heat fluxes below qdiv = 0.5 MWm−2 was eventually866

achieved on the parts of all divertor targets.

The time evolution of the total heat loads Pdiv,j to top868

and bottom divertors are shown in figure 20(a) and (b).
Each of the individual divertor load signals shows a re-870

duction in response to the radiative power losses induced
by N2 seeding. Noticeable asymmetries in the divertor872

loads occur as offsets of ∆qdiv ≈0.1 MW between the top
and bottom divertor heat loads. The bottom divertors874

receive 25-30% more integrated heat fluxes than the top
divertor. Smaller asymmetries in the heat load distribu-876

tion are mostly caused by the O2 heating scheme which
tends to deposit more non-absorbed power on the divertor878

in HM51. The maximum heat fluxes qdiv,max on horizon-
tal and vertical targets of the bottom and top divertors in880

HM30 and HM31 are shown in 20(c). The peak maxima on
the horizontal targets (blue and yellow) are initially about882

qdiv,max ≈5-6 MWm−2 and the ones on the vertical targets
are only qdiv,max ≈2-2.5 MWm−2. The latter show ear-884

lier detachment in response to N2 seeding. Shortly after
increasing the seeding rate the peak maxima completely886

vanish on horizontal and vertical target corresponding to
a complete detachment.888

The symmetric reduction of total heat fluxes on all di-
vertors shows that N2 seeding allows for a global reduc-890

tion of heat and particle fluxes and even detachment de-
spite its lower recycling coefficient if seeded in a continuous892

mode. The relatively fast transport processes within the
SOL may cause a saturation of the divertor targets with894

nitrogen after a short time and enhance the effective re-
cycling. This in turn results in a more global distribution896

of the N2 and causing cooling also in island flux tubes
not connected to the source location. This is a promising898

finding and shows that similar global radiative power ex-
haust with partially-recycling N2 is feasible as in case with900

high recycling gases such as Ne. The clear detachment and
partial re-attachment after N2 injection indicates the fea-902

sibility of use of this impurity species for potential control
of edge radiation and detachment based on a feedback con-904

trol system [67, 68].

The divertor pressure shows a moderate and slow re-906

sponse of increase and eventually, a decrease during the
high radiation phase after 5 s. The line averaged density908

is maintained all the time (figure 15(b)) and is marginally
overcompensated at the end of the discharge. The sudden910

jump in Prad after 5 s results in a marginal reduction of en-
ergy confinement. The achievement of a divertor heat flux912

detachment comes at the cost of a drop in diamagnetic en-
ergy of Wdia ≈600 kJ by 13% at maximum radiation. The914

energy confinement time (estimated based on the nominal
input power) drops from its original value of τE =133 ms916

to a minimum of τE =111 ms at maximum Prad. After ter-
mination of the N2 injection at 7 s the divertor pressure,918

and the energy confinement starts to recover and approach
their original levels.920

Figure 21: Ion velocity measurement by coherence imaging spec-
troscopy(CIS) (a) before nitrogen injection, (1.5 s) (b, c) during con-
tinues nitrogen injection (5.2, 6.5 s), (d) after termination of nitrogen
injection (8.5 s). (e) Time trace of average ion flow velocity |V‖| (av-
erage taken in domain of black square mark).
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Impact on counter-streaming SOL flows. A mea-
surement of the parallel ion velocity has been performed922

with the CIS diagnostic. The evolution of the counter-
streaming ion velocities is shown in figure 21 for represen-924

tative time frames in figure 21(a-d) and for the time trace
of the averaged < v‖ > (figure 21(e)) in a representative926

flow domain (black mark in figure 21(a)). The velocity is
< v‖ >≈ 18 kms−1 before the seeding. The flow structures928

show strong damping when the nitrogen influx rate is dou-
bled after 5 s (figure 21(b), (c)). At the highest radiation930

level the flow velocity reduces to < v‖ >≈ 3 kms−1 around
6.5 s (compare figure 21(c) and 21(e)). This corresponds932

to a strong drop in SOL particle fluxes and consequently a
strong drop in convective heat fluxes to the divertor. After934

the end of the nitrogen injection the flow velocity starts
to recover and reaches < v‖ >≈11.5 kms−1 before regu-936

lar termination of the discharge (compare figure 21(d) and
21(e)).938

The results suggest a reduction and recovery of the ion
flow velocity in correlation with the evolution of the power940

dissipation induced by N2 seeding. The damping occurs in
this scenario also while maintaining the upstream density942

and is therefore induced by cooling of the plasma edge
temperatures only. The flow damping is in correlation with944

the measured reduction of Jsat in the outer tail of the
divertor particle fluxes and thereby also by qdiv,conv.. The946

ion flow velocity V‖ reduces globally and is correlated to a
controlled heat flux detachment induced by N2 seeding.948

6. Discussion

It has been demonstrated that radiative power exhaust950

can be controlled by impurity seeding with partially and
fully recycling gases. This, in turn, enables controlling the952

heat and particle fluxes, which is crucial for detachment
control in future long-pulse and reactor relevant scenarios.954

The results show that neon is reliable and effective to
achieve a high and stable level of radiative power exhaust956

and reduction of divertor heat fluxes. Its high recycling
property allows despite the localized gas inlet for a sus-958

tained increase in edge radiation and a sustained detach-
ment while overcoming any barriers resulting from the 3D960

geometry of the independent magnetic island flux tubes.
However, its high recycling coefficient and slow exhaust962

can be an obstacle since radiative power control should
also allow for a reduction of Prad. The assumption of high964

recycling neon in the 3D modeling shows a uniform dis-
tribution of the radiative losses and results in a globally966

symmetric reduction of the divertor heat fluxes similar to
the experiment.968

Short N2 puffs do not result in a sustained enhance-
ment of N2 line emission. Continuous N2 injection allows970

for a controlled enhancement of Prad allowing eventually
a global transition to detachment and re-attachment af-972

ter termination of the injection. The slower decay of Prad
after long-pulse N2 injection might be caused by a satu-974

ration of the carbon walls with N2 resulting in a higher

effective recycling coefficient. This enhanced recycling ef-976

fect is sufficient to overcome the barrier of the 3D island
flux tube structure and achieve global radiative power ex-978

haust and detachment even by seeding through a localized
source. The recycling and absorption behavior discussed980

here are similar to the effects reported in past studies at
tokamak devices such as JET [16, 69] and recent studies982

at LHD [54, 70].
The experiments at W7-X show that N2 allows for bet-984

ter control of the radiation level (increase or decrease) and
in turn of the heat fluxes (detachment and re-attachment)986

while Ne should be used with care due to its slow pump-
out and resulting residence times of an order of magnitude988

longer compared to N2. Estimates based on the Zeff -
measurements suggest maximum core impurity concentra-990

tions of cNe ≈3.6% and cN2 ≈2.5% corresponding to a
screening of 75% and 95% of the Ne and N2 particles in-992

jected. This suggests that nitrogen causes less core dilu-
tion despite a higher seeding rate (ratio of total number of994

impurity particles released into the SOL: NN2

NNe
≈15-20).

Strong radiation enhancement by impurity seeding has996

caused a loss of density and neutral pressure in the ex-
periments presented. This effect is opposite compared to998

the situation before boronisation where impurity seeding
resulted in an density increase. The edge cooling and re-1000

lated reduction of parallel flows might result in a more
effective outward directed diffusive transport yielding a1002

loss of particles into some remote areas not covered by
the measurements. However, these losses can be compen-1004

sated by density control as demonstrated in the N2 seeding
experiment in this work.1006

Damping of the three-dimensional counter-streaming is-
land flows was observed in response to radiative edge cool-1008

ing and most pronounced in case of high-level radiation
with Ne and N2 seeding. Recovery of the flows was mea-1010

sured after nitrogen injection. 3D modeling supports the
statement that the counter streaming island flows are re-1012

duced in response to the mitigation of the pressure gradi-
ent. Strong edge radiation mitigates the flows in the SOL1014

and thereby the particle fluxes and convective heat fluxes
to the divertors. This is in correlation with the heat flux1016

detachment observed on the divertors.
3D modeling provides within the assumptions made an1018

explanation of radiation asymmetries such as the simulta-
neous decrease and increase of CIII emission at different1020

toroidal locations in response to neon seeding. At lower
Prad, the radiation is concentrated in the divertor and may1022

be underestimated substantially by the bolometer located
far away from the impurity source region. The upstream1024

shift of the radiating zone in case of increasing radiation
level is accompanied by a toroidal shift of this zone away1026

from the divertor towards the triangular cross sections.
The toroidal deviation between divertor and bolometer1028

plane radiation moderates according to 3D modeling for
total radiative power frad ≤60% to less than 10% (for1030

Ne). A migration study of partially-recycling nitrogen is
neglected at this point since it is more sophisticated and1032
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computationally expensive.
These results are very promising and will support the1034

development of methods for radiative power control and
detachment based on an active feedback control system1036

[67, 68]. These results are in particular promising in view
of reliable mitigation of heat fluxes during future long pulse1038

operation and in the absence of intrinsic light impurities
when stepping towards a divertor based on reactor relevant1040

materials [21, 22].

7. Conclusions1042

Controlled radiative power exhaust with impurity seed-
ing has been demonstrated in the W7-X island divertor for1044

the first time.
The island divertor configuration allows for stable and1046

sustained high radiation scenarios with impurity seeding
and strongly reduced divertor heat loads in detachment for1048

the price of a loss in energy confinement of ∆τW ≥ −15
%.1050

Neon is a very efficient radiator, and short injections
allow for significant and sustained enhancement of Prad1052

with a decay time on the order of tens of seconds.
Nitrogen seeding features lower recycling and requires1054

seeding in a continuous mode in order to establish signif-
icant enhancement of radiated power and detachment of1056

divertor heat fluxes. Prad decays within less than a second
for short pulses, but for several seconds in case of long and1058

continuous injection. N2 is, therefore, a promising candi-
date for radiated power control with a feedback system.1060

Both seeding gases allowed for global control of heat
fluxes until detachment despite the use of only a single gas1062

source and the 3D magnetic island flux tube structure in
the presented scenarios.1064

CIS measurements have confirmed the damping of the
counter streaming SOL flows in response to seeding as1066

predicted by 3D modeling. The main SOL flow damping
matches with the measured reduction of the downstream1068

particle fluxes estimated by ion saturation currents linked
to a reduction of the convective divertor heat fluxes and1070

the onset of detachment.
Impurity seeding has to be supported by active density1072

control in order to maintain density and neutral pressure.
Divertor gas fueling is a promising technique for density1074

fine control in support of impurity seeding.
3D modeling confirms and resolves the main effects of1076

radiative power exhaust on plasma transport and plasma-
surface interactions. It resolves in particular the toroidal1078

asymmetry in the radiated power and thereby explains the
miss-match between line emission measured in the divertor1080

region and at toroidal locations far away from the divertor.
This toroidal asymmetry reduces in high radiation regimes1082

(e.g. frad ≥60% with Ne seeding).
The demonstration of reliable heat flux control with im-1084

purity seeding is very promising concerning future detach-
ment control in high-performance scenarios and future up-1086

grades towards a metal divertor. The results may moti-
vate and inform the development of feedback controlled1088

impurity seeding for machine safety and sustainment of
detached operation.1090
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